Product Integration with Oracle EBusiness Suite for a Product based Industry

THE CLIENT
The client is a US based public, research & manufacturing company.

INDUSTRY CATEGORY
- Product

SYSTEM DETAILS
- Implemented Oracle Ebiz module service contract.
- Implemented Hyperion performance scorecard, the version is HPS 1.2.0, this helps in data flows from SAL & PMS on a high level.
- Implemented different units of HPS.

SOLUTIONS DELIVERED
- Completed SOA Integrated Gateway POC.
- End to end development for SOA which includes requirement Gathering, Design, Build of the Project, Installing SOA Environment on Linux.
- End to End development using OSB and SOA suite 11g.
- Product integration to Oracle Applications.
- Installation of SOA Environment on Linux.
- Integration of web services hosted on Amazon cloud with Oracle Apps End System.
- Coordination with .net dev teams in Onsite (U.S) for integration.
- End to End development using OSB and SOA suite 11g.
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